This paper explores how volunteers of color understand race and construct racial identities through their experiences volunteering in a southern California juvenile hall. In the literature on service learning and volunteerism, scholars often assume that volunteers are White and economically relatively privileged, while the people volunteers help (in or out of prisons) are poor people of color (Mitchell, 2012) . This paper highlights the experiences and distinctive dilemmas that volunteers of color face as they move across a new Jim Crow color line created by mass incarceration (Alexander, 2010). Coming into juvenile hall brings college volunteers faceto-face with several interlocking racialized images of youth: the teenage mother, the high school drop out, the thug. Volunteers of color reflected on these "controlling images" in diverse ways that were shaped by race, class and gender (Collins, 1990) . For volunteers who grew up with the ideal of color-blindness, their experiences volunteering in juvenile hall often prompted their most substantive reflection on the significance of race in their own lives and in the United States. They were forced to consciously negotiate their own sense of racial identity in dialogue with young men and women in juvenile hall, and more broadly, with the racial stereotypes that shaped and constrained their lives. I highlight the particular ways class and gender shape the ways volunteers of color make sense of race in America and the ways our criminal justice system itself is a racemaking institution.
faculty, Black and Latino youth are significantly underrepresented, only 3% of students are African American, 22% are Hispanic, and 53% are White (personal communication).
Volunteers see these stark racial contrasts, but they struggle to understand how exactly race matters in an ostensibly colorblind era, when racial boundaries are both more porous and flexible than in the Jim Crow era. As Latino youth have become a majority in many Southern California counties, a black-white color line clearly fails to account for the workings and meanings of race. Indeed in the southwest it never could. Black and Latino staff fill America's juvenile halls and prisons, as do increasing numbers of Latino and Black college student volunteers, visible representatives of the growing, if still fragile, Black and Latino middle class throughout the Los Angeles suburbs. And yet, Black students like Anthony are all too aware that their class status and educational attainment does not fully insulate them from the dangerous image of the "criminalblackman" (Russel-Brown, 2008; Tilton, 2011) .
The shifting nature, and ongoing significance, of these racial boundaries raises significant questions for all volunteers in America's prisons. But volunteers do not interpret or experience crossing the color line embodied in our prisons in the same way. Race, class, and gender shapes experiences of volunteering in distinctive ways, as does the degree to which volunteers have themselves engaged in studying or reflecting on race in America. As Mitchell and Donahue (2009) argue, there are significant differences in how White volunteers and volunteers of color understand their volunteer service. White volunteers usually see their work as a chance to learn from and to help young people radically different from themselves, while students of color often see their volunteer work as a chance to give back to their home communities or to reconnect to a shared racial identity.
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The emerging literature on race in service learning often focuses on the important question of whether volunteer experiences are effective in challenging racial stereotypes and promoting a deeper awareness of racism and privilege (Dunlap et al., 2007; Caro et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2012) . But this growing body of literature misses a vital opportunity to delve more deeply into how volunteers make sense of race and construct their own sense of racial identity through the experience of volunteering. These questions are particularly important for volunteers in the criminal justice system because this system is one of the central race-making institutions in the post-Civil Rights era, shaping the boundaries and meanings of racial categories. Just as slavery, Jim Crow laws, and the ghetto were "race-making institutions" sociologist Loic Wacquant (2001) argues that mass incarceration is one of the core race making institutions of the post-civil rights era (see also Alexander, 2010) . The particular racial contours of mass incarceration have made encounters with the criminal justice system almost the paradigmatic racial experience. Police profiling has become clearest, most pervasive, and publically recognized example of Black and, in Southern California, Latino racial marginalization.
The importance of policing and incarceration to race-making has important impacts on the ways volunteers of color think about race and understand their own racial identity. Anthony faced a particularly stark encounter with racial stereotypes in juvenile hall. But all volunteers of color had to craft an identity for themselves within a minefield of what Patricia Hill Collins (1990) calls "controlling images." Volunteering in juvenile hall brought students face to face with young people who embodied some of the most pernicious racialized images of youth: the teenage mother, the high school drop out, and the thug or gangster, an image that makes the bodies of men of color targets for policing, surveillance, even vigilante violence in contemporary 7 public spaces. This set of images has racial, class, but also spatial components, defining youth of color as problems located in the ghetto, the barrio, or more generically "the inner city."
Black and Latino college volunteers had sometimes felt the power of these racist stereotypes in their own lives. Many had been affected by police profiling themselves or watched family members cycle in and out of the justice system. But not all college students of color experienced the race-making operations of the criminal justice system in the same way. Race, class, gender, neighborhood, and particular family strategies of social mobility shaped their level of contact with the paradigmatic racial experiences of police profiling and the criminal justice system. Indeed some more privileged volunteers of color saw their work in the juvenile justice system as a way they could learn about, and connect to, the reality of racism and to their own Black or Latino identities.
Paying attention to the experiences of volunteers of color can help us understand the contradictory meanings of race in contemporary America. Black and Latino college graduates embody our national hopes that race no longer constrains opportunity in America. But comparing their experiences to those of incarcerated youth makes visible the way race, class, and place interlock to constrain opportunity in the post-civil rights era (Wacquant, 2010) . The racial contours of our prisons have also exacerbated racial stereotypes, creating new barriers and dilemmas even for upwardly mobile students of color. Listening to volunteers of color struggle against these stereotypes can provide important insights for people who run volunteer programs in prison, who may want to recruit more volunteers of color, but may not have developed ways to support and retain those volunteers.
Methodology Community Service Learning in College CROSSING THE COLOR LINE INTO AMERICA'S PRISONS
This research draws on interviews, reflections, and field notes about the experiences of college volunteers in the Read Educate Achieve Create Hope (REACH) project, a volunteer community-service learning project that brings undergraduate students into a juvenile hall in Southern California. REACH has two main parts. In the volunteer program, 25-30 students conduct weekly discussion and writing workshops in juvenile hall and periodically publish student writings with a national magazine called The Beat Within. I also teach a course based on the "Inside Out" model that brings 15 college students together with 15 students in a juvenile court placement to look at whether there is a cradle to prison and cradle to college pipeline and what we might do about it.
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The REACH program is located within the Race and Ethnic Studies (REST) Program at my University in order to encourage students to link their work in juvenile hall to academic coursework that explores the significance of race in their own lives and in American society. In the students' end of semester reflections and in exit interviews, I ask them explicitly to think and talk about how race mattered in the context of their work in juvenile hall, and how their work in juvenile hall shaped their understandings of their own identities and the significance of race and class in America. We aim to challenge the colorblindness that characterizes most volunteer programs in and out of college and to craft a model of social justice community service learning (Mitchell, 2010; Green, 2001) .
Volunteer Population
For most of the seven year history of REACH, White students and women have comprised the clear majority of volunteers (60-70%). In this respect, REACH has been like most college volunteer programs (Butin, 2006; Chapman & Morley, 1999) . However, we have actively recruited students of color as volunteers, and particularly men of color given the institutional demographics of juvenile hall. Over the last two years these efforts have been fairly successful in racially diversifying REACH so that now 50-60% of REACH volunteers are students of color, with 11-16% Black and 33-40% Latino. Black and Latino men are 11-17% of our volunteer core, a fairly good representation given the numbers of men of color on our college campus, but a small percentage in comparison to the numbers in juvenile hall. And we have often struggled to retain Black and Latino male volunteers, a struggle which inspired many of the questions this paper aims to answer.
Data Collection
I have been conducting research on the effects of this volunteer project both on incarcerated youth and on college volunteers since 2011 when I secured IRB approval for a comprehensive evaluation of this project. This research focuses on how the relationships and dialogues across the walls of juvenile hall affect how young people both inside and outside the juvenile justice system make sense of race, class, and citizenship in contemporary America. This particular paper draws on the written reflections and interviews with college student volunteers.
I conducted 1-2 hour open-ended interviews with 34 REACH volunteers, including 14
White students, 4 Black students, 2 students who alternated between identifying as Black and biracial, 10 Latino students, 2 Asian students, and 2 students who alternated between identifying as multiracial and as White.
2 The interviewees represented a good sample of our volunteers. 65%
were women, and Latinas significantly outnumbered Latinos and African Americans of both genders as they do in our volunteer pool. Over 45% of all participants and 55% of participants of color were REST majors or had race as a core part of their course of study in another 2 I use students' descriptions of their own racial and ethnic identities to place them in racial categories.
interdisciplinary major. Most of these students saw their work in juvenile hall as an integral part of their academic study. However 40% of all volunteers, and 25% of the volunteers of color, who participated in the study had taken few classes that focused directly on racism or encouraged the exploration of the significance of race in their own lives. Latino families living alongside scattered poor white families. By 2010 whites had become a minority in much of this region, and suburban poverty had grown significantly as it has in all over America (Frey 2011, p. 7; McGirr, 2012) .
Volunteers of color came from every kind of community across this complex racial and class geography, and many had moved across the region as their families sought safer neighborhoods, better educational opportunities, and social mobility for their children. As volunteers talked about this shifting landscape, they often used the culturally powerful, if often incongruous, labels of ghetto and suburb to distinguish between cities they defined as good and those they saw as bad or "sketchy". These distinctions relied heavily on race, despite the color-blind language, but volunteers' analyses also highlighted subtle understandings of race, class and place in the 21 st century.
Findings

Feeling at Home & the Intimacy of Mass Incarceration
The problem of mass incarceration was not a distant academic question for many REACH volunteers, particularly for volunteers of color. As the number of people in jails and prisons has skyrocketed over the last few decades incarceration has touched more and more American families (Mauer & Chesney Lind, 2002) . 70% of the students of color I interviewed talked about family members or close friends who had been incarcerated. White volunteers were less affected, but also not immune to the effects of mass incarceration, with less than 25% of White volunteers with family members or close friends who had been locked up. The racial contours of mass incarceration often led volunteers of color to experience the strange sensation of feeling more at home in juvenile hall than on our predominantly White college campus (Green, 2001; Mitchell & Donahue, 2009 ). This sense of home-coming was especially true of Mexican American students who found themselves able to share the pleasures of speaking Spanish and sharing stories of family traditions with students in juvenile hall. One Latina volunteer was struck by how "I fit in more with the inside students than with the outside so it was like easy to get a conversation going and like talk about our past and families and parties and all that stuff… we had like a lot in common with some of the teens there." As these quotes suggest, volunteers relished the connections and community they forged with students in juvenile hall. But this experience of feeling at home in a correctional facility did not come without some significant emotional costs. After all, what does it mean for a student of color to feel a sense of belonging as they walk into a prison or juvenile jail?
Feeling at home in juvenile hall made students more aware of the ways they felt "out of place" as students of color at the University of Redlands. Several students described feeling "culture shock" when they arrived on campus from their predominantly Latino neighborhoods or high schools. They described feeling judged or hyper-visible and out of place in classes that were predominately White. Luis, who grew up in South Central, explained that being on a predominantly White campus, makes me feel a little weird, awkward, insecure sometimes…Going to juvie hall and talking to them about stuff that I'm used to, it felt like going home in a way. I felt more comfortable there sometimes than here because of the obvious demographics.
Sometimes this feeling of connection left students of color with a kind of survivor's guilt when they left incarcerated students behind in juvenile hall every week. Anjelica explained, I am Latina, and I can freely leave the facility, yet these boys who are seen as racial minorities as well, are placed there… Most of these kids grew up where I did, they went to [a] similar school as I did and I feel a lot of guilt being here [at the University] and living the life I do.
This guilt and sense of responsibility encouraged her to volunteer and to work towards a future career as a teacher in low-income schools.
Trauma of Going Back Home
Occasionally the experience of going into juvenile hall was much more traumatic for volunteers. As Mitchell and Donahue (2009) explain, for students who feel like college is "an escape" from a difficult home or neighborhood, "going back 'in the name of service' may be a challenging experience that neither the student, course facilitator or community partner is prepared to handle…" (p. 177). This was the case for DJ, a biracial young man who grew up poor in the same tough neighborhood as many inside students. He stopped volunteering after a year and spoke eloquently about how painful it was for him to connect back to the hometown which he had "tried so hard to escape." "I remember walking through the doors and being super nervous. Back in my mind... I was transported back to when I was like a teenager, how nervous and how on guard I had to be all the time." He valued connecting with the inside students, but all their stories made him relive traumatic childhood experiences of his own.
One student talked about just leaving a party and how one of his friends got jumped and eventually got hospitalized and ended up losing his life. And I'm like, it brought me back to when I saw [my friend] get shot and passed away, and it was just a horrible situation.
Or I hear another student say they were kicked out of the house, and they were homeless for a couple of days, and it brought me back to being homeless in San Bernardino and how horrible… the day to day survival of that is.
Finally DJ quit participating the workshops, overwhelmed by the feeling of going home and reconnecting to his neighborhood.
I hated my neighborhood…When I left, I left…I have gone back… a handful of times… and I always feel this extreme despair and anger…towards everything, years of being picked on, years of having to take the long way home, nights of not being able to eat, nights of fighting for hours on end with everyone, being randomly stopped by the police for just walking home from school. Having someone try to jump me right after school with a brick... No, I hate almost every part of my city.
DJ wanted to be a role model for young people in juvenile hall, but he also felt powerless to offer meaningful guidance or advice to incarcerated youth. He felt like he only made it out of his neighborhood through luck. He had a special second grade teacher, who "got him interested in school" by showing "an active interest" in him. "She would go over to my house and check up on me." And then he was lucky enough to win one of the lottery slots in a good middle school that got him interested in the arts and into track. He explained, that "it's almost like I got plucked out of a group and I was allowed to do something greater." But the rest of the students in his community were left behind "like they were just part of the mass." DJ said he felt he couldn't honestly tell the incarcerated young men that they had options because "a lot of those options are like luck of the draw" or rolling the dice." He recognized, "That's not advice." "If you are in a situation, you don't want to hear that."
Understanding Success: Racial Exceptions and Social Mobility
First generation college students, like DJ, were conscious of their own identities as exceptions in their families, neighborhoods and schools. Antonio, a Chicano Ethnic Studies major, described this experience.
When I went to Redlands, it'd be like, okay this is where all the White students are and then Juvenile Hall this is where all the people of color went. This is the way that we're funneling people. It's a very clear visual that I never had before. It was simply textbook at that point.
As volunteers of color moved between our college campus and juvenile hall, they struggled to understand the overwhelming incarceration of Black and Latino youth alongside their own educational success. Why had they ended up in college when so many members of their family
and other people of color ended up in jail? Exactly how did race matter when so many kids of color were on a track to jail, and yet their own success suggested that mobility was possible?
This line of questioning was especially common among students of color who had grown up in working class or poor communities and who were the first of their family to go to college.
As DJ explained, "I never really understood why I wasn't in there, how I didn't get arrested. It was weird, not that I felt guilty… I just didn't understand how I was able to get out and so many of these kids were talking about the exact same experiences I did, but they were arrested…"
Students like DJ began their volunteer experience assuming that they came from very similar backgrounds to the students inside. They grew up in poor, under-resourced communities, and went to "ghetto" schools, where they faced the racism of low expectations from teachers. But as these students compared their experiences to those of the inside students, they often developed nuanced understandings of the structures of opportunity in poor and working class neighborhoods. They came to understand the complex ways gender, sexuality, family dynamics, and class divisions shape the paths young people take to adulthood, enabling some to escape over structural barriers to mobility, but leaving many others trapped.
This detailed kind of analysis really distinguished the reflections of students of color who were first generation college students. White students and upper middle class students of color more often just remarked that they felt "lucky" or privileged when they compared their childhoods to those of kids in juvenile hall. But they less often probed the specific contours of their "luck" or privilege. As Carlos, a Mexican American working class student commented "Slowly my questions as to why I made it and others have not are being answered."
Volunteers of color who grew up in working class or poor neighborhoods slowly realized that their families had significant class privileges that distinguished them from young people incarcerated in juvenile hall. Most, though not all, grew up in two parent households. Their parents may have had working class jobs, cleaning houses or working in construction, but they generally had stable work. Their parents often insulated them from worries about money and could pay for structured sports or after school programs. One young woman talked about how significant it was for her that her mom didn't work and so could provide the daily supervision that helped pull her out of some early experiments with trouble in the dangerous streets in her neighborhood.
Students identified ways that their own academic successes were enabled by specific parental strategies to create upward mobility. Their parents had insisted that "college was not optional" for their child because they themselves had struggled without higher education. Their families moved to safer neighborhoods or hustled to get their kids into better schools outside of the neighborhood. Often they simply forbade any play or hanging on out the street especially as kids entered the pre-teenage years. For example, even though Carlos' mother spoke limited English and worked cleaning houses, she always knew "college was a way out" and she was very active in her kids schools, drove them to college prep programs they found, and managed to send some of her kids to private school.
Students also identified the ways that gender or sexuality had insulated them from particularly kinds of trouble on the streets. Latina women whose brothers or male cousins were incarcerated discussed the ways gendered expectations in their family insulated them from physical discipline or from participating cultures of street violence. Carlos thought that "being gay saved me." He lived in a neighborhood surrounded by gangs, drugs, and prostitutes. "I was always confused as to why I didn't venture into it, and believe me I had the opportunity… At least for me, I think it was because I'm gay." Instead of exploring the street culture all around him, he got involved in the gay community, in PRIDE club at his school, and believed that this gay community saved him.
Students of color who had grown up working class invariably had the common experience of having been identified in school as someone with academic potential. They had been chosen by a teacher, often at a young age, and subsequently had been plucked out of the regular educational track in school. Robert remembered one teacher who just told him, "You're smart" and encouraged him to ask questions and think of his biracial identity as an asset. His whole sense of self changed as he started to get good grades. Without that experience, he thought, "I don't know what I'd be doing. I could be back home with a lot of the kids that I know that aren't doing nothing." These teachers or counselors often helped connect students to college preparatory programs that gave them the knowledge and cultural capital to negotiate college application process.
Good Kids and Bad Kids: the Role of Exceptions in the Post-Civil Rights Era
Some volunteers of color saw their own mobility as proof that equal opportunities were available across racial lines if only you were motivated to make the right choices. Julio, who grew up in a safe lower-middle class neighborhood thought that "opportunities are there. It's just a matter of taking them and learning to take advantage of them." But other volunteers came to critique the way they had been plucked out and offered educational opportunities, while so many other youth of color were left behind. Anjelica described becoming increasingly uncomfortable with how she had been privileged by an educational culture that identified a few kids as worthy of investment and abandoned the others as "a waste of time and space."
Volunteering in juvenile hall reminded her of how she "was always treated differently than others" in high school.
My AP class got new books every year, while my friends kept reading tattered books, written in, and falling apart in their hands. It makes me feel like people don't care about these kids; we classify them all as potential drop outs, and let them fulfill the prophesy.
She felt a lot of guilt as she began to become aware of the ways "society has rejected these kids, lost hope in them, while I was handed opportunities."
Back in high school, students had often embraced their own exceptional status as "good kids" who deserved the academic opportunities that "bad kids" would just throw away. These labels, learned through school tracking, encouraged academically successful students of color to distance themselves from "bad kids" or troublemakers. Norma, a Mexican American young woman who grew up in a tough neighborhood in San Bernardino explained that she had been resentful of the "bad kids" in her school and always thought kids dropped and ended up in juvenile hall "because they didn't care…. They're bad kids. They don't want to do anything."
Luis was also encouraged to distance himself from the image of "the thugs" and "bad kids" as he forged an identity as a working class student pursuing his education. Luis grew up in South Central, but from a fairly young age, his parents and schools taught him to draw a clear boundary between himself and the "thugs" he saw in the neighborhood.
I couldn't have spiky hair because it looked gangsterish. I couldn't have it bald because it looked like a gangster. I couldn't wear baggy clothes because it was gangster. I couldn't have skull shirts. I couldn't really have the gold chain….
Getting to know students in juvenile hall made Luis and Norma recognize the ways they had themselves embraced many of the negative stereotypes of poor youth of color. Luis remembered wishing the cholos in his school would just drop out and get out of their way, "Why are you wasting your time being here if you don't want it?" But getting to know kids in juvenile hall "made me understand a lot more and it makes me feel a little bit bad why I was judging them so harshly back in high school."
Volunteers of color sometimes developed a deep critique of the ways teachers, school tracking and other community institutions created the simple distinction between "good kids"
and "bad kids" that they took for granted in high school. Anjelica explained that working in juvenile hall, taught me to not judge the way I did when I was in high school. I thought all those kids were dumb and should drop out because all they did was hold the smart ones (like me) back. I realize now that not all of the youth in America are treated fairly or even expected to 'make it.' Most of the students in my school were not expected to graduate college.
Luis realized that his school had constructed a real separation between kids on the college track and the regular track. He remembers the ways one teacher casually dehumanized the majority of students in his school, saying how lucky he was to teach the gifted students so he could be a teacher instead of a "zookeeper."
These volunteers' stories make visible one of the central ways racial inequalities are maintained in an ostensibly color blind era. When we treat good kids and bad kids as if they are naturally occurring kinds, we ignore the ways concentrated poverty, school discipline and tracking practices, and the juvenile justice system work together to create "bad kids" (Ferguson, 2001; NAACP Legal Defense Fund, 2013) . At the same time, we ignore the ways magnet schools, honor's classes, and college prep programs enable small numbers of working class kids of color to be plucked out of poor schools or neighborhoods to become symbols of the possibility of social mobility.
America needs the social mobility of a few exceptional Black and Latino young people, like those who end up in selective four year colleges, as evidence that we have overcome the historic legacies of racism, that we are truly a color blind nation. Indeed our White volunteers sometimes pointed to the presence of Latinos or Blacks on campus (and as REACH volunteers) as evidence that equal opportunity was a reality and that race couldn't itself be a real barrier to opportunity. One White volunteer, Samantha talked about her feelings of guilt as she thought about the opportunities she had that kids in juvenile hall hadn't had. But she didn't think that "whiteness" explained it. "We have tons of Latino students here...[at the University]. I truly believe that it's possible for anyone to college, but it's the want, their support system, and if it's possible." White volunteers often returned to this refrain that what really determine success or failure was desire, whether they "want it" badly enough. Volunteering in juvenile hall encouraged students of color to reject this discourse of racial exceptionalism, recognizing the ways it divided communities of color and used the success of some to condemn those left behind.
Developing Racial Identity in a Field of Stereotypes
College students are at a crucial age of racial identity development, as they leave home and transition to adulthood. For many, volunteering in the juvenile justice system became an important space for them to reflect on, and to develop, their own sense of their racial identity.
The stories of volunteers of color make clear that the ghetto and barrio remain symbolically central spaces in defining race, even as Black and Latino populations have spread widely throughout the suburbs of America. But they also highlight the strange effects of the criminal justice system as a race-making institution as police profiling and incarceration have become paradigmatic experiences of race in contemporary America, but not all young people of color experience the criminal justice system in the same way.
For Black and Latino volunteers, working in juvenile hall sometimes brought back powerful memories of their own encounters with racial stereotypes that equated race, class, and education. They told stories about teachers who expected them to drop out or were surprised to see them in honors classes, counselors who told them they should only apply to community college because they couldn't afford a four-year college, and fellow students who were surprised at their academic prowess at the University. Students of color had overcome these stereotypes and made it to college. But in the lives of young people in juvenile hall, they could see how these kinds of interactions produced dropouts and pushed people into the criminal justice system. They could see the broad ways racism constrained opportunity, and endangered their own success, in ways they hadn't fully noticed before.
Paloma, a Latina student who grew up in a Northern California barrio, really connected with inside students over similar stories about teachers' low expectations of minority students.
One inside student told her that "he was expected to be stupid, to flunk out of school and probably end up in jail. I told him I was expected to get pregnant and just turn into a Latin breeding baby machine." Sharing these stories made her reflect on the power of these stereotypes to shape actions. "When we are told that that is how our life is supposed to be, we give up and we follow what we are told to do, and in this way we become stereotypes." She realized how precariously close she herself had come to becoming that stereotype.
Antonio too remembered a time in his own education that he went from being an A student to getting Ds and Fs because of a racist teacher who treated the Latino students "very poorly" and regularly made fun of one of the ESL learners in the class. Antonio began to reject school, explaining, I didn't really know what to put words to it, but I was like fuck this guy. I had been having B's and A's in my class and in that class, I had D's and F's because I saw the way the teachers are treating other students who were Mexicano or Latino.
Shortly after this experience, Antonio's parents moved him into a more middle class community, and he began again to excel in school. But working in juvenile hall made the consequences of low expectations and racism in schools painfully visible. Antonio often found himself thinking
"where would I have ended up?" if his parents hadn't moved.
Robert was frustrated in college as he was still forced to confront White classmates' stereotypes that all (or "real") Black men came from poor backgrounds, had street credibility, and were academically unprepared. He described the "crushing" weight of the stares and looks he got from classmates who seemed to assume he was "was still not as smart, still not as qualified." He felt he had to "work three times harder" than his peers to prove that he belonged at the University.
Not only do I deserve to be here, but I'm going to show you up. I'm going to work for it.
I'm going to earn it, and I'm going to be better than you. I'm coming with a force. I'm not representing myself. I'm representing a lot of underrepresented Black males as a whole.
But as he crafted an oppositional identity as a Black intellectual, he also faced challenges from White (and some Black students) that he now wasn't Black enough and assumptions (in his case false) that he came from economic privilege.
While stereotypes of poor barrios and ghettos often stigmatized college students of color, these stereotypes could also lead to a strange form of cultural capital on our predominately White suburban campus. White students sometimes saw men of color who had grown up "in the hood" as exciting and cool, in part because of how hip hop has commodified urban (particularly Black) masculine street cultures as the epitome of "ghetto cool" (Halnon, 2011; Kelley, 1998; hooks, 1999) . Luis talked explicitly about how many White students responded when they found out he grew up in South Central, a neighborhood made famous by gangster rap. They'd want stories, sometimes asking, "Is it really like how NWA says it was?" The image of his neighborhood gave him an aura of tough masculinity, making many people misread his shyness as a street savvy While volunteers of color identified shared experiences of racial stereotyping as they worked in juvenile hall, some also became aware, even self-conscious, about the radical differences between their experiences and those of incarcerated youth. This was particularly true as they reflected on experiences with the police and the criminal justice system. Police profiling may have become the most publically recognized example of Black and Latino racial marginalization, and the criminal justice system has certainly codified the definition of Black and
Latino youth as problems (Rios, 2011) . But hyper-incarceration and stereotypes of criminality do not affect all Black and Latino young people the same way. While Black and some Latino male volunteers often talked about their experiences with police profiling and criminalization, other volunteers of color had never been stopped by the police and identified few direct personal experiences with racial stereotyping or discrimination in their schools or neighborhoods. The same factors that propelled volunteers of color on a track to college protected some them from experiencing the full force of criminalization in their schools and neighborhoods.
As Loic Wacquant (2012) argues, class and place intersect with race to shape patterns of policing and incarceration. In the U.S., the weight of the criminal justice system falls most heavily on poor Black men, and to a lesser degree Latino men, growing up in neighborhoods of concentrated poverty. Heavy policing and prosecution focuses on Black ghettos and Latino barrios, disproportionately drawing in young people with little education. This means that many Black and Latino women and even some young men, who grew up in middle class neighborhoods or attended magnet schools, did not experience the same level of contact with criminal justice authorities. Indeed for Black men with a college education the lifetime chances of incarceration have declined over the last 30 years while they have skyrocketed for high school drop outs, most markedly for Black men but also significantly for men without a high school diploma across racial lines (Western & Petit, 2010) . This reality has led some Black and Latino volunteers to see their work in juvenile hall as a way to connect to these foundational experiences of racism, and thus to forge a clearer sense of belonging to Black and Latino communities that have been decimated by mass incarceration.
Even though Black women and girls also face disproportionate policing and school discipline, as Kimberly Crenshaw et al. (2015) have found, women of color among our volunteers generally described themselves as insulated from experiences of criminalization by their parents and schools. For them, like for many White students, getting to know students in juvenile hall made racism feel more real to them. It now affected people they knew and came to care about, encouraging them to speak out about racism more. Melinda grew up in a primarily Mexican community and went to "the ghetto high school." But insulated in college prep classes, she herself had faced little racism and no contact with the criminal justice system. She was really shocked to hear many inside students express a fundamental lack of faith that the police or even ambulances would serve their community. When she heard an inside student say simply, "They don't care about us," she explained, "it hit me the most because it was their stories that they shared. It is someone I know that is being discriminated against… I feel like I'm being exposed to a reality that society doesn't want me to see."
Some middle class men or upwardly-mobile working class male volunteers had also at least partially insulated from experiences with police profiling. For example, although Luis was a dark-skinned Latino young man with immigrant parents who had grown up in South Central Los Angeles, he identified no experiences of racial profiling in his teenager years because he simply wasn't ever "on the street in South Central." He went straight to and from his high school in a wealthier White neighborhood and his parents carefully controlled his dress and use of space to protect him from the real dangers, and from the stigma, of criminality in his neighborhood. When he first heard stories of police harassment from inside students, that to me was a big shock… because I was always taught police are going to help you.
All my encounters with the police have always been friendly. When I started hearing like, "Police, cops harass me, and I'd be just walking down the street, and then they're saying stuff." That, I hadn't really heard about it. I might've read about it or heard about it in songs, but not personal knowledge. That definitely helped me like change to a different perspective; like they're probably living in a different world, different mentality.
Working in juvenile hall and hearing these personal stories of police profiling reshaped how Luis understood his own racial identity and how he located himself within a racial community. He rejected his earlier identity as a "good kid" defined in opposition to "the thugs"
in his school and neighborhood and began to identify more with the kids in juvenile hall. "It got really comfortable to me. Just the way they look, I feel like I look like them, and I know where they're coming from too because they grew up in Fontana, Rialto." He had started to hang out with his cousin in a skate park in Rialto and learned that his family there had "problems" with cops as well.
They don't like cops. Cops tried shutting down their skate park. They've always had like, beef or whatnot…. I'm hanging out with my cousin. I'm getting this mentality, and I'll go back to juvy and it's like the same mentality, so it's like I'm going home. I'm going back to the people I know how to hang out with.
As Luis built relationships with students in juvenile hall and with his own extended family, he began to forge a broader sense of belonging to a community of color that was engaged in a shared struggle against criminalization.
Ghetto Authenticity & Black Middle Class Dilemmas
Many Black volunteers grew up middle class in predominantly White communities, in neighborhoods that did not fit dominant definitions that equated blackness with economic struggle and inner-city communities. They would not describe going to juvenile hall as "returning home," but they did often describe it as helping them develop a clearer sense of their own identity as Black. Their narratives highlight the complex ways volunteers of color construct racial and class identities as they move between predominantly White middle class spaces and prisons and jails that are filled with poor people of color.
Some Black middle class volunteers seemed to define incarcerated students as embodying a kind of ghetto authenticity which helped them identify more strongly with African American culture. Mari, in a written reflection, described how she had often laughed along with the racist jokes of her White suburban friends and had not actively identified herself as Black in high school.
I joked about my race, right along with them; stepping into their grasp. I was being fake.
It reminds me of a lyric from a Kanye West song: "As long as I'm in a polo and smilin' they think they've got me, but they'll try to crack me if they ever see a Black me. Being This idea that young people in juvenile hall were "real" and could help Black middle class students understand their own blackness draws on the widespread equation of blackness with urban poverty, struggle and street cultures. As Robin Kelley (1998) argues, young men involved in ghetto street cultures have long been framed as authentic representatives of "real Black culture."
Black middle class college student volunteers thus had to construct an identity in dialogue with these stereotypes that located "real" Black identity in the experience of poor "inner-city" youth. Anthony described working in juvenile hall as "something that "brought me Black college students regularly talked about their struggles with this narrow definition of Black authenticity, which often led people to label them as "not really Black" or "white washed."
Anthony described watching Black friends on campus "feel that they had to prove their blackness" through "the way they dress, the way they talk, or by fighting or the music they listen to or just doing outlandish things." He explained, "Sometimes, the kids with the good education and opportunities want to act as though they're from struggle."
Going into juvenile hall helped middle class Black students resolve these perceived tensions between their class and racial identities. As Mari explained, "When I'm here [at the University], it's easy for me to think I'm around all of these White people," and "they just don't understand what I'm talking about." She often felt "alienated" and was tempted to distance herself from the White middle class spaces she grew up in, to think "I have nothing in common with these people, and I have everything in common with people that look like me." But when she went into juvenile hall, she had to acknowledge that was "not true" because her privileged heightened their own awareness of racism. Thus, they began consciously to negotiate their own sense of racial identity in dialogue with young men and women in juvenile hall, and more broadly, with the racial stereotypes that shaped and constrained their lives.
Discussion and Implications
This research has some significant implications for those of us who run programs that support volunteers in correctional facilities. Volunteering in prisons and juvenile corrections is an intense experience for all volunteers. They are often confronted with stories of deep personal suffering that emerge out of conditions of poverty, family dysfunction, and the failures of schools, courts, and social welfare systems to support young people and their families.
Volunteers in prison are also crossing one of clearest racial divides in America. They struggle to understand what they see and to cope with the diverse emotional reactions this work can produce. As is clear from the research presented in this chapter, however, these struggles take distinctive forms for volunteers across racial, class and gender lines.
Juvenile hall presented a set of unique challenges for men and women of color, and this may account for some of our difficulty recruiting and retaining men of color as volunteers. Most women of color described going to juvenile hall as "the high point" of their week. They valued the relationships they forged, but they were rarely forced to imagine themselves literally in the shoes of the incarcerated students who were overwhelmingly men. Indeed women of color were able to play the culturally over-determined role of community caretaker, as they nurtured students in juvenile hall (Ferguson, 2001 ). Many played this role already in their families and communities, sharing stories of how they tried to help their cousins, brothers or friends get back on their feet or stay on the right track when they came home from juvenile hall or prison.
In contrast men of color were face-to-face in a much more personal way with the racialized stereotype of "the thug." For some their own experiences of being stereotyped as criminals made the experience of going into juvenile hall much more personally charged and exhausting. Many men said they couldn't leave juvenile hall behind when they left the facility.
DJ was struck by how White students left juvenile hall with "an extreme sense of hope" while he left exhausted because he felt "all that pressure and depression from the students." Antonio agreed,
A lot of the White students could go home and that would be it. It'd be, "Oh damn that sucks." But for me, it would be like I would go home, but I would still be pulled over [by the police] in Redlands. I would still hear things about my racial identity in Redlands.
People would yell things at me like racial slurs or whatever or homophobic slurs. So there's always these reminders of who I am.
Juvenile hall even haunted his dreams as he imagined being beaten by police and ending up in our local juvenile hall.
Several men of color who were part of the Inside Out class chose not to continue as volunteers despite many efforts to convince them otherwise. One of these students, Robert, ultimately decided not to continue volunteering because he found himself so frustrated when he saw students in the hall embrace the thug stereotype. In an interview, he enacted an imagined dialogue begging the young men he had met to leave the gang life. "'Come on, man.' I just don't want them to… fit that stereotype, or just live that life in general. It's hard for me, when I know.
'You can't do this. Just don't. Please God. Don't.'" This was really personal to him, a painful reminder of the ways he was linked to, and continually judged by, a racial stereotype that framed him as a dangerous and uneducated thug. DJ talked about his own efforts to get other Black men to join him in REACH. They said they were committed to service and to showing kids of color that they could overcome racial barriers and make it to college. But he often saw students hesitate, "Wait you want me to go to prison?" He described how they seemed to see volunteering in prison as a threat to their own successful college path, "They say wait a minute so you want me to take a step backwards?"
Volunteer programs need to think carefully about how to best support the diversity of our volunteers, and how to encourage volunteers to develop the knowledge they need to understand the complex social dynamics they see reflected inside our prison systems. Without structured reflection, many more privileged volunteers rely on standard US cultural narratives for why people are poor or incarcerated. They focus insistently on the bad choices of individual kids or the terrible parents who have failed them. Their analyses reproduce common sense cultural, and implicitly racial, explanations for crime and violence in America. The intimacy of volunteering and mentoring can actually make this problem worse because getting to know individual kids in the system focuses volunteers' attention on individual choices and often chaotic family lives (Tilton 2013 ).
Volunteers of color, especially those from working class communities, developed complex analyses of the structures of opportunity that enable and constrain success for many poor kids of color. But they also struggled with a sense of powerlessness in the face of the massive structural constraints they saw reflected in the lives of incarcerated youth. Volunteers of color, and especially Black and Latino men, carried distinctive personal and emotional burdens as their volunteer experiences often brought back painful memories of their own experiences with racism or make them newly aware of the on-going significance of race in America.
In thinking about supporting volunteers to do the much-needed work in the prison voluntary sector, this chapter lends itself to some concrete ideas. Teachers and program leaders need to create the space and support for volunteers to explore the range of emotional impacts and analytic questions volunteering in corrections raises. We should cultivate explicit conversations about how race and class shape volunteers' expectations and experiences coming into prisons and juvenile halls. Volunteers also need a basic understanding of the structural forces and criminal justice practices that have produced significant racial disparities in America's prison system. Sometimes these conversations should take place in separate identity-based groups so that students have the space to reflect on their distinctive experiences of race. This could help build communities of support for volunteers of color, whose experiences confronting race inside and outside of juvenile hall can be exhausting and demoralizing. But this is also important for White volunteers, who are unused to, and often uncomfortable with, exploring their own racial identities and stereotypes. They may be able to more directly explore their own racial experiences and stereotypes among other White volunteers. This can also avoid putting volunteers of color in the uncomfortable position of having to confront the racial stereotypes of their White colleagues as this can intensify feelings of alienation many students of color experience on predominately White college campuses (Mitchell et al., 2012) .
This study and the analysis presented in this chapter offers important insights into ways race matters in 21 st century and the complex ways race, class and gender shapes daily experiences, life chances and the ways we all craft identities. The problem of the color-line remains a central 21 st century problem, taking a distinct form that is embodied most visibly in the walls that surround the prisons and jails that dot our landscape. This New Jim Crow color line is not a clear or simple black-white racial divide, but one muddied by the shifting and messy ways
